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Social Network Marketing Guide 

Social networks provide us with a powerful way to reach, influence and educate customers, potential employees and stakeholders. Social networks are effective because they simulate real life in the digital world. 
As mobile technology such as smart phones and tablets become the usual means of accessing the Internet, social networks and other forms of social-based media will grow. It is important that your organisation is highly skilled in using social-based marketing to make the most of this growing opportunity.
Step 1. Identify the most relevant social networks
Choose which social network aligns with your brand and marketing communication needs. Decide which networks will effectively reach your target consumers with content and experiences that are relevant and engaging. For instance, employers have very different social networking behaviours and expectations to those of young job seekers.
When choosing your social networks, consider the following popular sites:
Facebook—Over 1 billion users and with an annual net income of $1 billion, this network is the biggest. The site has over 300 million photos uploaded and 3.2 billion likes and comments posted on a daily basis. The total number of users in Australia has surpassed 11 million and 700,000 Australians joined in the first half of 2012.
YouTube—Owned by Google and although it serves as the second largest search engine in the world, it classifies itself as a social network with 490 Million users. YouTube has 2 billion plays per day.
Google+—Over 400 million users and growing fast with more than 500,000 new users each day. The Google+ button is pressed 5 billion times daily so it is catching up with Facebook.
LinkedIn—Over 175 million users and used mainly by people wanting to build professional contacts while sharing industry news, career highlights and accomplishments. Australians number at 3.8 million users with nearly 20% of Australians active on the site.
Twitter—Over 140 million users who are attracted to a texting inspired world of communicating in less than 140 characters. The site has 175 million tweets sent daily.
Instagram—Over 80 million users and very popular among young adults. Approximately 58 photos per second are uploaded to a range of other social networks via Instagram.
Tumblr—Over 50 million users who are very engaged in a heavy blogging network consisting of text, image, video and audio content. Tumblr is the 28th most popular site in Australia as of December 2012.
Pinterest— Over 20 million users. This site hit the 10 million user mark faster than any other standalone site in history. Around 95% of Pinterest’s users are women who are attracted to the highly visual virtual pin boards that share interests, projects and pictures. The site gets 17 million visits daily and is the 25th most popular site in Australia.
Foursquare—The top location-based social network with over 20 million users checking-in and sharing their locations and activity with friends.
Step 2. Write your social network marketing plan
Define your social network goals, objectives and metrics.
Short term goals
Objectives
Key Metrics
Resourcing and responsibilities
Facebook
Create a fan page 
Share a mix of relevant links, engaging content,
videos, and polls
	Make sure you promote upcoming events and

create them in the events tab
X posts per day
Engage with key FB influencers

Facebook metrics
	Facebook likes and posts


Define the amount of resources you can allocate to your social network plan. List these out in hours per day, week or month.

Outline the people responsible and the resources (skills and equipment et cetera) needed to support the time commitments you have allocated.
LinkedIn
Create a group and 
company page
	Identify other pages and groups to follow and participate

Encourage employee participation
Monitor and participate in Q&A
X posts daily

LinkedIn metrics
	LinkedIn followers

Referring traffic
	LinkedIn group members
	LinkedIn discussions



Google+
Optimize for SEO
X posts per day
Share engaging content, videos, images, and
relevant links
	Comment on posts

Utilise Google hangouts
Create and promote upcoming events
Google+ metrics
	Google+ circle adds/followers

Google+ mentions


Pinterest
Create boards leveraging both content and company culture
Follow other businesses, thought leaders, customers, and partners
Pinterest metrics
	Pinterest pins and follows



Twitter
Promote content through Twitter
Segment influencers and create lists
Utilise promoted Tweets
Communicate support issues from Social Media to customer support team, ensure follow-up
Listen to relevant conversations
Build reputation on key topics
Twitter Metrics
	Number of posts

Number of social shares
Audience growth- unique and returns
Conversation rate
Conversions
Subscribers
Inbound links



Other metrics
	Kred and Klout scores

Technorati, Alltop, and other directory listings


Step 3. Build your social media skills 
Refine your skills to maximise the potential and performance of your social network marketing plan. There are plenty of online courses and resources. 
Here are a few to get you started:
	http://www.business2community.com/social-media/5-simple-social-media-skills-all-marketers-need-0348956 
	http://www.forbes.com/sites/haydnshaughnessy/2012/01/09/seven-ways-to-improve-your-social-media-skills-and-influence/ 
	http://www.scoop.it/t/social-networking-today 

Step 4. Implement a social network management tool
Choose a tool that will help you centralise the posting of content and management of your social networks. These tools will also help you track results and create reports which are important when justifying social network marketing costs to management.
Three recommended software platforms are:
Hootsuite.com—A leading social media dashboard to manage and measure your social networks with some high value features that allow you to:
	Manage multiple social profiles

Schedule messages and tweets
Track brand mentions
	Analyse social media traffic

TweetDeck.com—A downloadable app for desktop or mobile devices that offers a similar dashboard to hootsuite and has features that allow you to:
	Arrange your feeds with customisable columns and filters

Schedule Tweets to suit your audience
Monitor and manage unlimited accounts
Stay up-to-date with notification alerts for new Tweets
Sproutsocial.com—A growing platform that is affordable for small businesses with smart reporting tools that make it easy for marketing teams to create reports. You can compare your performance to competitors and be notified of conversations based on predefined key words. 
Step 5. Plan your content
Use your HumanThree as outlined in the Connections for Quality Digital Marketing Guide. Think about the Hand, Head and Heart of your HumanThree to identify what your customers and stakeholders care about. Use Appreciative Inquiry to capture the stories and narrative that will create rich social media content.
Step 6. Implement and track performance
Although your social network management tools provide some reporting, also review your progress against your planned metrics on a monthly basis. You can refine your approach by identifying the most popular content and experiences. 
Use some of these popular monitoring tools to get insight into what content is engaging people:
Kred.com—Kred Story promotes itself as a visual history of your social media influence. It allows you to explore the posts, pictures and links that make you influential. 
Klout.com—A simplified version of Kred. Klout measures your score as you grow your connections and influence across multiple social media platforms.
Socialbakers.com—Allows you to build reports on your YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn accounts to track followers, popular posts and rankings.
Addictomatic.com—Creates a single custom news feed from Google, Yahoo, Technorati, Ask, YouTube, Truveo, Flickr, Blinkx, Ice Rocket, Digg, Topix, Newsvine and Tweetscan. 
Socialmention.com—Produces real-time social media searches and analyses of sentiment and keywords across nearly 100 social channels.
Rebelmouse.com—Collates a single information feed based on your search term. This site can be used to keep track of social network conversations and it tracks content from hundreds of sites.
Google.com/alerts—The industry standard for receiving keyword and topic based notifications from a variety of news sources. This service can be used to replace media monitoring services such as Media Monitors which can be costly. 
References
Disability Employment Australia would like to acknowledge Marketo’s Social Media Tactical Plan which can be downloaded for free.


